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Ignoring Fragmented Tracks
• We throw away all tracks that:
• Only hit one or two different layers in the barrel
• Have more than three hits elsewhere in the detector
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A few words to start…
• Much of this work is focused on facing the challenge of HL-LHC
- So it is more clearly relatable FCC-hh, which is even more difficult
- The improved purity and efficiency achieved in some cases may be of interest to
FCC-ee as well, but likely does not have the same relevance from the physics and
computing performance perspective

• I’m going to focus on a few proofs of principle more than raw performance
- This is very recent research and for something as forward looking at FCC it is likely
more important to know the problem space these tools address rather than performance
in specific situations

• There are benefits outside of direct performance numbers to consider
- These machine learning based tools significantly alter the design and maintenance of
algorithms used in high energy physics for pattern recognition
- A correct strategy will become clear in the fullness of time - always look for new tools!
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The Exa.TrkX Project
• Mission
- Optimization, performance and validation studies of ML approaches to the Exascale
tracking problem
- Enable production-level tracking on next-generation detector systems.

• People
-

Caltech: Joosep Pata, Maria Spiropulu, Jean-Roch Vlimant, Alexander Zlokapa
Cincinnati: Adam Aurisano, Jeremy Hewes
FNAL: Giuseppe Cerati, Lindsey Gray, Thomas Klijnsma, Jim Kowalkowski, Gabriel Perdue, Panagiotis Spentzouris
LBNL: Paolo Calafiura (PI), Nicholas Choma, Sean Conlon, Steve Farrell, Xiangyang Ju, Daniel Murnane, Prabhat
ORNL: Aristeidis Tsaris
Princeton: Isobel Ojalvo, Savannah Thais
SLAC: Pierre Cote De Soux, Francois Drielsma, Kasuhiro Terao, Tracy Usher

https://exatrkx.github.io/
https://github.com/exatrkx/exatrkx-iml2020
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ML and Neural Networks in a Nutshell
• Goal: find the parameters w of a function F that best maps x onto y
- Do this by minimizing a chosen “loss function”
- ML is the set of numerical algorithms that solve this problem

• Neural Networks are a subset of these algorithms that are defined recursively
from inputs to outputs
- Any mapping function F can be approximated by a sufficiently large NN

• Since inputs are variable and relationship to output is learn, including timing,
angle or other data is easy, as is scaling up computation to more data
particle four-momenta

~x
input
space
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important, each layer has
a non-linear ‘activation’!

Why ML for Tracking (and other pattern recognition)?

FCChh

• Traditional algorithms face fundamental scaling issues are they are
confronted with more data
• ML-based algorithms are largely matrix multiplication and simple pre/post
processing
- These scale better than their bespoke counterparts, at the cost of needing to learn how
to control them in a describable way so we can do science
- There is an abundance of literature that suggests we can achieve this level of control

i.e.
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What ML Algorithms should we use and why?
• Our research has largely focused on “Graph Neural Networks” (GNNs)
- We have chosen graphs as the representation for our data since high energy physics
data are naturally represented by them (i.e. our data are highly relational and sparse)
- Graph algorithms scale well to large amounts of data
- Interest in industry towards processing hardware and software for graphs

Instead of operating on a “whole event” at a
time, a GNN can evaluate pieces of event and
build them into a larger context without the
need for padding or truncation.
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Tracking with GNNs
• Form initial graph from spacepoints/hits
(pre-processing)
• Process with GNN to get probabilities of
all edges
• Apply post-processing algorithm to link
edges together into tracks and get
parameters
• Many places to improve/innovate
• Graph construction, architectures,
data augmentation...
• Most work shown here uses the
TrackML dataset
• Open, experiment agnostic
• 200 PU, silicon semiconductor
detector
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Message Passing GNNs for Edge Classification
• Edge Classification = Track Segment Scoring
• Graph Modules are core component:
- Run node and edge convolutions
- Update features of both
- Each message passing function is a FCN

• Graph modules are often recursively
connected
- Allows aggregation of progressively more distant
information
- Weights can be shared across modules
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Proof of Principle
• NeurIPS 2019 ExaTrkX architecture:
- Node and edge features embedded in
latent space
- 8 graph modules with shared weights
- Initial embeddings concatenated at each module
- Each FCN has 128 hidden features and ReLU
activation

Results:
•
•
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95.9% edge efficiency
(true edges/possible)
~95% track finding accuracy
(all edges merged)

(and other things)
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Using GNNs for Calorimetry (I)
• Consider that tracks are just one kind of cluster, hence calorimetry is also
possible with this technique
- Instead of connecting hits along edges that form track like objects, we find blobs
- Energy deposition patterns form additional dimension for finding patterns, rich data

• Calorimeter clustering can be achieved using largely the same networks and
methodologies as have been found for tracking
Zero PU

T. Klijnsma, S. Ghosh,
LG, K. Pedro
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Using GNNs for Calorimetry (II)
• Consider that tracks are just one kind of cluster, hence calorimetry is also
possible with this technique
- Instead of connecting hits along edges that form track like objects, we find blobs
- Energy deposition patterns form additional dimension for finding patterns, rich data

• Development is earlier on compared to tracking but progress is rapid

all tau lepton
decays

Zero PU

Zero PU

T. Klijnsma, S. Ghosh, LG, K. Pedro
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Zero PU

Object Condensation: a loss function for reconstruction
• Physics motivated loss function
- Potentials with charges
- like charges attract, opposites repel
- points that should be associated attract
each other
- variable number of inputs and outputs

• The network is trained to predict the
‘condensation points’ of the input data
- Points within the data that are
representative of a whole object

• The condensation points can then be
used to collect points around them into
‘segmented’ objects
- at this point we have created particles in an
event or clusters in a calorimeter
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.03605
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Object Condensation: Results
• A first reconstruction model has been developed and benchmarked
- Using a toy detector and comparing to a simplified implementation of particle flow
- Specifically - only a tracker and only an electromagnetic calorimeter

• Particle reconstruction efficiencies significantly improved for object
condensation
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Other methods for one-shot graph pattern recognition
• Taking inspiration from object condensation’s embedding
- Make a network construction that attempts to predict groups of hits correctly
- Still based on using relational structure between hits
- But at no point is information concentrated to one point, less ‘hierarchy’ and sets are
predicted rather than output properties (below, examples with a small number of tracks)

• Data are from https://www.kaggle.com/c/trackml-particle-identification
- Go give it a try yourself :-)
Tracking data in:

embed hits in abstract clustering space

Chhavi Sharma, Thomas Klijnsma, LG
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output tracks

Conclusions and Outlook
• Machine Learning is being used for lower and lower level tasks in HEP
- We are now looking to augment tracking and calorimetry with this powerful tool
- ML techniques are straightforward to use on future architectures and easy to parallelize

• Using position, time, angle in tracking itself are all made straightforward
using ML
- No need to reason from lower dimensionality to develop heuristics for high dimensional
data

• ML techniques have been evolving to become more dynamic and particle
physics is following along
- We are now at the point where we can make differentiable versions of iterative
algorithms, which was not possible 4 years ago
- We can now implement and use complex reconstruction algorithms end-to-end in ML
- ML algorithms are starting to be implemented in triggers and work is in progress to
integrate it ever closer to the detector
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Extras
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Object Condensation Performance

• Object condensation reconstructs individual particles significantly better
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- Even in dense multi-particle environments
- Significant reduction in outliers
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